
Dear parents/carers,  

Our topic for the summer term is ‘The Train to Impossible Places’. If you 

are not familiar with the book, it is about a girl who gets a shock when a 

magical train takes a shortcut through her downstairs hallway. The train 

takes us on a marvellous journey around magical worlds connected to 

our very own! So be prepared as we travel around the world learning 

about historical events, geographical landmarks, culture and much more! 

We are going to need our geographical mindsets for this topic as we visit 

each continent and every ocean.  

The homework for this half term will be in the style of a bingo card, so 

please feel free to pick and chose which homework is completed each week! 

As always, I will continue to set MyMaths homework weekly.  

In summer 2, the children will be taking part in the government 

Multiplication Check so please remember how important it is to keep 

practicing Times Tables with your children! Please visit 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/multiplication-tables-

check-information-for-parents if you would like more information.  

I have outlined the learning that we will be covering during the spring term 

underneath.  

Subject Overview Possible support 

English During this term we will be looking at a range of writing such 

as persuasive arguments on why we should go on holiday, as 

well as having a focus on playscripts from around the world! 

Any reading will be beneficial to the children 

during this term (especially if you have access to 

any playscripts the children can familiarise 

themselves with)  

Maths Two of our main focusses this term will be time and money. 

As well as this, we will be revisiting decimals and looking at 

our geometry topic!   

Telling the time and paying with money in 

stores/working out change would be helpful.   

Science In science we will be looking at living things and their 

habitat, including classification, climate change, 

environments and how we can make a change.     

Studying the local living things and nature when 

going for a walk could be beneficial for the 

children.    

Computing Children will continue to strengthen their knowledge of 

coding, and will also look at a unit of work based on 

endangered species.  

Children should have a basic understanding of 

computer games (Ipad, phone, computer etc)  

Geography As our topic is geographical, we will be having a focus on 

countries around the world. We will be looking at man made 

and natural features, water features, landmarks and much 

more!  

It would be beneficial for children to have basic 

knowledge outside of the U.K.   

French This term we are going to be describing friends and families 

and learning how to describe their personalities too! 

Hearing any form of French would be useful for the 

children.  

Religious 

Education 

Religious Education this term will focus on scared writings 

from different religions.  

A basic understanding of different religions from 

around the world.   

Art/DT This term brings us lots of enjoyment, from reading recipes 

(and maybe creating some too!), to learning different 

techniques and creating something using tie dye or batik.   

Basic understanding of how to read and follow a 

recipe.    

PE We will continue into the summer term with some outdoor 

tactical and invasion games.   

Any participation is sports, whether it be at home 

or in school.  

I am very excited to see what this half term will bring us as it is our final term together in Year 4. We are going on a real 

journey this term, and I do hope that everybody is as excited about the learning that will be taking place as I am! 

Kindest regards,  

Miss Dunn 
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